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WORKPLACE  

Gaming March Madness
Expert advice for winning for your office basketball
pool.
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Edward Kaplan, a Yale University
professor who works in the field of
decision making, discussed winning
strategies for participating in your office
NCAA basketball tournament in the March
issue of Kiplinger's Personal Finance.
Below, he offers advice for playing the
game with the specific teams that have
made it to the tournament. If you didn't
get make your office pool this year, keep
these strategies in mind for next March.

EDWARD KAPLAN: Probably the most
common question people have is, well,
who should they pick to win? The teams
most likely to win are also those most
likely to be picked, so Tom Adams,
developer of the Web site Poologic has
come up with a simple strategy with the
goal of maximizing your "return on
investment" in a pool. The idea is to trade
off the likelihood a team wins versus the
popularity of a team in the pool. Here's
what Tom has come up with for this year -
- assuming that there are no upset or
bonus points in the pool scoring (but
points progress with the rounds in the
standard 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 fashion), and
that your pool opponents are picking in
accordance with what available national
data suggest (for example, as posted by
Yahoo).

For a pool with 20 entries, Tom's best
champ picks are UConn, Duke, Villanova.

For a pool with 50 entries, the best champ
picks are Memphis, Villanova, Texas,
UConn.

For a pool with 100 entries the best
champ picks are Memphis, Texas, Kansas,
Villanova.

For a pool with 200 entries the best
champ picks are: Memphis, Texas,
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Kansas, West Virginia.

Notice the general pattern in these
rankings. The favorites have a good
payoff ranking in a small pool but are long
gone in a pool with 100 entries. That is
because there will be about 35 pool
sheets bet for UConn and about 27 bet for
Duke in your pool, and you will have too
much competition for the top spot if you
also bet these teams for champ. The
weakest number-one seed, Memphis this
year, often emerges as a high-payoff team
in pools of 100 to 200. And you can bank
on the fact that UConn and Duke will be
overbet.

To use these results, go to
www.poologic.com and run the poologic
calculator, constraining the winner to be
that team that you think gives you the
best return on investment for your
particular pool.

Here is another exercise to demonstrate
the importance of upset/bonus points.
Stan and I considered contests where you
inflate the number of points received in
round four by multiplying whatever the
standard points are for that round by the
seed of the winning team. This allows us
to see how much weight an upset would
require to abort the strategy of just
sticking with the favorites. The results are
interesting. Awarding just one point for
each correct game (so you are simply
counting the number of wins) plus multiplying the seed of the winning team times the "seed
factor" yields, using odds obtained from the futures market at www.tradesports.com yields the
following results:

SEED FACTOR FINAL FOUR PICKS
0 Duke, UConn, BC, UCLA
1 Duke, UConn, Villanova, Memphis
2 through Duke, UConn, BC, Kansas
11 through 50 West Virginia, UConn, BC, Kansas

Doing the same thing, but now with standard 1-2-4-8-16-32 scoring, yields:

SEED FACTOR FINAL FOUR PICKS
0 through 4 Duke, UConn, Villanova, Memphis
5 Duke, UConn, BC, Memphis
6 Duke, UConn, BC, UCLA
7 through 50 Duke, UConn, BC, Kansas

With odds taken from the Sagarin ratings, and back to one point per game except for the
regional finals, we get:

SEED FACTOR FINAL FOUR PICKS
0 through 1 Duke, UConn, Villanova, Memphis
2 Duke, UConn, Pitt, Florida
3 through 29 Duke, UNC, Pitt, Florida
39 through 50 Duke, Illinois, Pitt, Florida

Finally, for standard scoring with the Sagarin ratings we get:

SEED FACTOR FINAL FOUR PICKS
0 through 5 Duke, UConn, Villanova, Memphis
6 through 13 Duke, UConn, Pitt, Villanova
14 through 33 Duke, UConn, Pitt, Florida
34 through 50 Duke, UNC, Pitt, Florida

So, it seems that either BC (if you believe the Futures) or Pitt (if you believe Sagarin) would
make good final-four picks if there is an upset bonus for getting to the final four. That Duke
and UConn survive for so long even as the upset factors get pretty big shows how heavily
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you would have to weight an upset in order to get rid of Duke and UConn from your
drawsheet. Memphis and Villanova are viewed by the traders at tradesports.com as the
weaker number-one seeds, and the Sagarin ratings confirm this -- not a huge surprise as the
traders know the Sagarin ratings, too.
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